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The use of biotechnology in various aspects of human endeavour have obviously created a great impact but not without some risks. Notwithstanding, there is still the need for its adoption as more of the already adopted biotechnologies are being improved upon with lesser demerits. Aquaculture is not also left out in the application of biotechnological approaches. The aquaculture industry is currently faced with solving the simultaneous problems of developing economically viable production systems, reducing the impact on the environment and improving public perception. Whereas significant progress has been made in understanding production systems, improvement in cultured stocks has not kept pace with productivity demands. This paper considered aquaculture as the only way to increase fish production and also discusses technical environmental and management considerations regarding the use of genetically modified fish organism (e.g. fish) in aquaculture. This paper discusses advantage of biotechnological research application and commercialization.
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INTRODUCTION

Fish supply from the capture fisheries in countries all over the world is believed to have reached or close to maximum sustainable yield and thus, aquaculture remains the last hope for providing enough fish for the world, being the cheapest source of animal protein. From a global perspective, the total supply of fish food (excluding China) has been growing at a rate of 2.4% since 1961 while the human population has been growing at 1.8% p.a (NEPAD, 2005). The per capita supply has increased to 8.3 kg/yr for low Income Food Deficit Countries (LIFDCS) to 14.8 kg/yr for developing countries in general. Overall, the average capita supply for countries with inland capture fisheries is <2.5 kg/person, but amongst it the top 20 countries for inland fisheries, there are 13 African countries including Chad, Uganda, Mali, Congo Republic, Gabon, Tanzania, Zambia, Kenya, Benin, Egypt, central African Republic, Malawi and Congo DR with per capital fish supply ranging from 4.5 - 9 kg/capita (FAO, 2004). For Africa, therefore, inland fisheries make an important contribution to total food supply.

Aquaculture has grown strongly in most regions of the world where the potential exists, except in sub-Saharan Africa (FAO, 2004). In the entire region, only Egypt has achieved the scale of change observed else were (NEPAD, 2005). In spite of decades of investment and technical input, it has failed to thrive where expected, and in many cases remain precarious and marginal. However, aquaculture has grown in specific conditions and context, and inspite of the many current economic, demographic and social challenges in the region, a more positive perspective of market-led growth and more realistic understanding of technical potential, linked with the possibilities of broader economic regeneration, suggests that future opportunities may be much more definite (NEPAD, 2005).

The use of modern biotechnology to enhance production of aquatic species holds great potential not only to meet demand but also to improve aquaculture. Genetic modification and biotechnology also holds tremendous potential to improve the quality and quantity of fish reared in aquaculture, although, not without significant controversy and risk. Biotechnology has the potential to enhance reproduction and the early developmental success of culture organism. The technology is used in several different ways in aquaculture and its application benefits both producers and consumers of aquacultural products. Areas of biotechnology in aquaculture are transgenics, feed sources and improve composition of the feed. Other ways in which biotechnology is applied to...
TRANSGENIC FISH

Biotechnology can be used to introduce desirable genetic traits into the fish, thereby creating harder stock. Transgenics involves the transfer of genes from one species into another species, in this case, fish. By using different transgenic techniques, researchers are seeking to improve the genetic traits of the fish used in aquaculture. Researchers are trying to develop fish which are larger and grow faster, more efficient in converting their feed into muscle, resistance to disease, tolerant of low oxygen levels in the water and tolerant to freezing temperatures.

Growing fish that are longer and heavier is the goal of researchers who are experimenting with applying various types of growth hormone in fish. One method of doing this is to dip the fish in a solution which contains the hormone. However, there are some problems with this technique. First, it may be difficult to produce large quantities of purified growth hormone, the method is labour intensive, and it is difficult to determine if the fish are getting the right amount of growth hormone. Therefore, researchers have developed new strains of transgenic fish which naturally produce just the right amount of growth hormone to speed their growth. Such fish is more cost-effective since they would produce higher levels of growth hormone on their own, and they would pass this trait to their offspring. There are two main techniques which researchers use to transfer genetic material in fish. One is called micro-injection, in which the genetic material is injected into newly fertilized fish eggs. However, this method is time consuming, so researchers may prefer to use electroporation. This involves transferring the genetic material, or DNA, into fish embryos through the use of an electrical current.

A foreign gene can be transferred into fish in vivo by introducing DNA either into embryos or directly into somatic tissues of adults (Sudha et al., 2001). Direct delivery of DNA into fish tissues is a simple approach, providing fast results and eliminating the need for screening transgenic individuals and selecting germ line carriers. Gene transfer and expression following intramuscular direct injection of foreign DNA into skeletal muscles of fish has been achieved by several studies (Hansen et al., 1991; Rahman and Maclean, 1992; Anderson et al., 1996; Tan and Chan, 1997; Xu et al., 1999; El-zaeem, 2004; El-zaeem and Assem, 2004; and Hamelda et al., 2004).

Genetic engineering is a vague term that has come to be nearly synonymous with gene transfer, that is, the production of transgenic fish or genetically modified organism (GMOS). This technology is progressing rapidly and it is now possible to move genes between distantly related species. Since the development of the GE fish in the early 1990s (Aken, 2000), researchers and aquaculture companies have concentrated on genetically engineering fish that would grow faster and need less feed. As mentioned earlier, many research groups have successfully introduced growth hormone genes from human or animal sources into several fish species such as Salmon, Carp, trout and tilapia, causing them to grow several times faster than their natural counterparts.

FISH FEED PRODUCTION

Nutrition, defined as the process by which an organism obtains food from its environment needed for its survival and growth, is believed to serve as determining factors in the profit level and adequate economic returns in intensive fish farming (Nwanna, 1995). Biotechnology is also helping to answer some of the technical and environmental concerns of the fish farming. Many of these centers around what the fish eat. Right now the most common protein source for many fish diets is fish meal. Fish meal, a by product of fish processing, is used for fish producers is that it is expansive. Another concern regarding fish meal is the stability of supply. Fish meal comes from the by products of wild fish, but world fish stocks are declining. At the same time, fish farming is on the rise, and demand for fish meal is increasing. Given these factors, it is unlikely there will be enough wild fish to meet the increasing demand for fish meal. The use of fish meal in aquaculture causes other environmental concerns, as well. It contains levels of phosphorus far beyond the requirement for optimal growth in fish. The excess phosphorus goes into the water, causing problems such as eutrophication or excess algae growth.

As a result of these concerns with fish meal, research-
ers are using biotechnology to produce alternative plant-based protein sources. Plant protein has the potential to address the problem of phosphorus pollution, since plants do not contain such high phosphorus levels. Also, the use of plant protein in aquaculture would help take the pressure off wild fish stocks. Biotechnology is often used in feed processing. Plant protein also requires processing because plants contain anti-nutritional compounds as a defence mechanism. These compounds must be destroyed during processing or they could harm the fish. Researchers are also dealing with these antinutritional factors by producing feed enzymes to counteract them. Phytase is one example: this enzyme would help fish make the best use of the phosphorous available in a plant-protein based feed.

ENHANCING EARLY DEVELOPMENT AND REPRODUCTION

Biotechnology can be applied to enhance reproduction and early development of cultivated aquatic organism. The resulting benefits could include year-round production of gametes and fry of economically valuable species and creation of new markets for specialized, genetically improved brood stock. Similarly, biotechnology may provide techniques for improving the reproductive success and survival of endangered species, thereby helping to preserve the diversity of life on earth.

HYBRIDISATION

Hybridisation is a simple genetic technology that has become easier with the development of artificial breeding techniques, such as the use of pituitary gland extract and other hormones to initiate gamete development and induce spawning (the depositing of eggs) and an increased understanding of environmental cues that influence reproduction, such as day length, temperature or water current.

Many of the natural reproductive isolating mechanisms that species develop in the wild can now be overcome by fish farmers. These improvements in reproductive technologies have also assisted aquaculturists greatly in their effort to domesticate aquatic species. In addition, by making it possible to remove the natural constraints and timing of breeding, farmers are able to mate many more species at the times that are most beneficial and thus help to ensure a steady and consistent supply of fish to the market.

Hybridisation can also be used to produce single sex groups of fish when the sex-determining mechanisms in the parental lines are different; for example, hybridisation of Nile tilapia, Oreochromis niloticus and the blue tilapia, O. aureus.

CRYOPRESERVATION

The development of cryo-preservation or low temperature technology allows the short and long term storage of gametes. Currently, these low temperature techniques can only be used on male gametes eggs and embryos and generally not be stored in this way. Freezing gametes can increase the flexibility of a fish breeder, especially when breeding species where the sexes mature or migrate at different times, when the breeding season is very short, when the breeders are far apart or when one sex is exceptionally rare (Hagedorn et al., 1997; Hagedorn and Kleinhans, 1998).

HEALTH IMPROVEMENT OF SPECIES

Biotechnology offers substantial opportunities to improve the health and well being of cultivated aquatic organisms. More than 50 diseases for instance affect fish and shellfish cultured in the United States, causing losses to tens of millions of dollars annually (Shelton, 1996). Biotechnology not only improves the survival, growth vigor and well being of cultivated stocks, but also can reduce disease transfer between cultivated and wild stocks. New products and market opportunities can be developed related to aquatic animal health and well being. Genetic biotechnologies are being used to improve fish health through conventional selection for disease resistance and through the use of molecular investigation and diagnosis. Genetically engineered vaccines are also being developed to protect fish against pathogens.

CONCLUSION

The expansion and intensification of aquaculture will no doubt be further boosted by application of biotechnology. Biotechnology is also crucial in the management of wild fisheries which in turn has link with aquaculture. Aquatic ecosystems offer abundant resources for research and development. Yet, the potential of this domain as the basis for new biotechnologies remains largely unexplored. Indeed, for the vast majority of aquatic organisms (primarily microorganisms) identified, there is insufficient knowledge to permit their intelligent management and application. For example only an insignificant portion of funding has been devoted to biotechnology and aquaculture in Africa. Additional donor support for research in key areas of biotechnology and aquaculture is therefore, necessary. This will generate both new fundamental knowledge and advanced technologies for producing new adapted aquatic organism (especially fish) and other products while developing and improving bioremediation, enhancing cultivation of aquatic species and expanding understanding of biological processes in aquatic ecosystems and their role in global change.
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